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used by the Haitian Voudoun priests (bokors or
hungans) revealed known toxins capable of inducing
physical and psychological states similar to those
characterised in Haiti as zombification, i.e. being
raised in a comatose trance from the grave and
forced to toil as a slave.

Ironically, one of the reasons for the delay in the
investigation of earlier reports of bokor poisons
seems to have been the derision social scientists
poured on the Zombi phenomenon as an exotic
legend served up by sensational colonial writers.
Evidently the "actual phenomena which colonial
psychiatry has bequeathed us" may well stand up to
closer examination!

K. W. DE PAUW
Leicester General Hospital,
Gwendolen Road,
Leicester LE5 4PW
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One Hundred Doctors at The Retreat: Ten Year
Survival
DEAR SIR,

The cases of 100 doctors admitted to The Retreat,
York, during the previous decade were reviewed in
1975 (Franklin, 1977). The findings were closely
comparable with those of other studies, and
included dependence on drugs and alcohol in 34 of
the cases.

Outcome is difficult to assess, but continuation of
registration can be taken as an indication of profes
sional survival. At the end of the decade of admis
sions (1975) 73070 of the patients and 83% of their
controls, with 68% of the addicts among the
patients, were still registered. Ten years later (1985)
43% of the patients and 73% of their controls, with
35% of the addicts among the patients, are still
registered. The method used to choose controls is
described in the original paper.

I am grateful to the present Medical Director of
The Retreat for his helpfulness.

ROBERT A. FRANKLIN

St. Ann's Hospital,
Haven Road,
Canford Cliffs,
Poole BH/3 7LN
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Nightmares Following Childbirth
DEAR SIR,
We have read with interest Bishay's recent paper on
treatment of nightmares (Journal, July 1985, 147.
67-70). May we draw attention to the problems of
women who have contacted us who are suffering
from severe nightmares a year or more after child
birth and whose problems are undiagnosed and
untreated. They seem to have suffered excessively
painful and traumatic deliveries (including forceps
deliveries) often with unsympathetic staff.

We find two problems in getting help for these
women. Some feel they have suffered technological
rape, and are unable to talk freely to male doctors.
Secondly, despite many articles on improving com
munication between doctors and patients, any
"communication" of criticism of her previous care
by the patient frequently causes antagonism and loss
of therapeutic listening from the doctors she sees
subsequently. In some cases we suspect psychiatric
referral has been made for the purpose of labelling
the patient as neurotic or hysterical in order to
defuse any future complaint or litigation.

May we suggest that the therapist could start with
the hypothesis that the patient just might be telling
the truth, and thereby possibly identify staff behavi
our or practices which may damage future patients?

BEVERLEY ANN BEECH
Association for Improvements

in the Maternity Services,
2/ Iver Lane,
Iver, Buckinghamshire SLO 9LH

JEAN ROBINSON

Past Chairman,
Patients' Association,
56 Lonsdale Road, Oxford

The Yellow Journal
DEAR SIR,
Ever since the British Journal ofPsychiatry evolved
from the Journal of Mentaf Science, I have had a
problem. The "yellow journal" just did not stack
properly: it had a creeping diathesis which caused it
to slither all over my shelves. In fact, some issues
would crawl right to the back of the shelf, only to be
found years later when I moved office. The only
answer to this problem was the expensive one of
having the Journal bound, and even then I had the
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impression that these bound volumes fell over more
readily than any others in my collection.

This January, I was a little disturbed to see that
the Journal had shrunk somewhat and that a white
line had appeared on the front cover. My first
response was to protest: how can one talk about the
"yellow journal" if it is actually yellow and white?
However, I am glad that I didn't give way to my
impulse to complain for, 10 and behold, this year's

Journals do not crawl. They stand still and erect in
my bookcase, and I need never spend money on
binding them again.

Thank you, Mr. Editor, for that magical white
line.

ALISTAIR MUNRO

Camp Hill Hospital,
1763 Robie Street,
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 3G2

CORRECTIONS

Journal, September 1985, 147

The running heads on pages 307 and 309 should read A DOUBLE-BLIND OUT-PATIENT TRIAL OF
INDALPINE VS MIANSERIN.

The reference date to A HUNDRED YEARS AGO on page 327 should read (October 1885).

A HUNDRED YEARS AGO

To remove the patient from the midst of those circumstances, under which Insanity has been produced,
must be the first aim of treatment. There is extreme difficulty in treating satisfactorily an insane person in his
own house, amongst his own kindred, where he had been accustomed to exercise authority and where he
continually finds new occasions for outbreaks of anger or fresh food for his delusions.
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